BitcoinX Is a peer-to-peer decentralized network with a strong team and network which aims to
dominate the cryptocurrency world. We in BitcoinX have integrated cutting edge technology called
Proof-Of-Stake to devise a cryptocurrency that would have a real life usage.

BitcoinX is perfectionised to be used as a reliable cryptocurrency that can be integrated into
payment gateways. It is decentralized, secure and fast. BitcoinX [BTCX] is designed
specifically to become a leader in the cryptocurrency world. Our aim is to be an integral part
of future gateways and peer-to-peer transactions. Unlike many other cryptocurrencies out
there, BTCX has flawless technology which maintains privacy and enables super fast
transactions which will be suitable for online business.
With supply of 90 Billion BTCX, we aim to dominate the cryptocurrency gateways by Q4
2018.
We have used proof of stake which is unique unlike proof of work which required GPU
mining this simply needs you to stake your coins to receive rewards.
Proof of Stake currencies can be several thousand times more cost effective than Proof of
Work; which relies on energy use According to a bitcoin mining-farm operator, energy
consumption totaled 240kWh per bitcoin in 2014 (equivalent to combusting 16 gallons of
gasoline, in terms of carbon production). Significant advantages of PoS include security,
reduced risk of centralization, and energy efficiency.

Online gaming network
Clown Interactive is one of the leading game development companies started by Bitcoinx
(BTCX). We are dedicated to deliver premium quality games that include advanced
programming system, calculative techniques, and stunning graphic design. We work on
several relative aspects such as game development, 2D and 3D graphic design, etc. to
provide gamers what they need in today’s demanding gaming environment. Since we have
worked on various titles across several genres and platforms, we have the expertise and
experience to develop premium quality games that are fun, addictive, and entertaining.

Bitcoinx will have joined collaboration with Clown Interactive. Bitcoinx (BTCX) is a
cryptocurrency that aims to unlock the full potential of the original bitcoin network. Just
like many other versions of bitcoin, BTCX aims to create infinite possibilities thanks to the
original BTC blockchain. BTCX aims to improve the bitcoin network with features such as
PoS consensus. Thanks to its collaboration with Clown Interactive, you will see games in
the future that will fully support this newer version of bitcoin and all its exciting features.

Currently, Clown Interactive is targeting the Android platform for games and will be
launching free games for Android users. Apart from this, web-based games will also be
developed which will support cross-platform gameplay. All the games will be launched via
Clown Interactive’s website and all of them will be available for free.

Another best thing about Clown Interactive’s games is that they would be completely free
from ads. Typically, most Android and web-based games are loaded with ads that can be
very annoying and negatively affect your gameplay experience.

BTCX believes in coin adoption and clowninteractive.com would launch one game every
few months on its official website. Games would have rewards to be given in Bitcoinx. Our
team is armed with unique and innovative ideas with core knowledge in developing and
designing games that support Bitcoinx. So, you are assured that each game that we would
launch every few months would be worth the wait.

Some of the games Clown Interactive would be developing would have on community
demands. Some games would have public opinions on which games to be launched next. At
Clown Interactive, we value the input of the gaming community more than anything else so
your opinions will matter a lot. We aim to develop games that are enjoyable, bright, and
interactive just the way you want. Since we follow agile development methodology, your
participation in the game development would be guaranteed.

Bitcoinx believes in making gaming platform free for all and Clown Interactive is on the
same page as well. As mentioned above, our games for both web-based and Android
platforms would be free to download and install. Our developers are motivated and
passionate to bringing free games to Android and web platforms.

Bitcoinx would make some crowfunding from donations and only some of our games will
have in-app purchase options. Those in-app purchases are intended to make your
gameplay experience more fun, rich, and engaging.

Why is BitcoinX created and its purpose
BitcoinX is created to make cryptocurrency tasks easier and have a group of people solving
problems as the main theme of BitcoinX relies on its unique nature of working.
BitcoinX believes that one of the greatest benefits of a cryptocurrency organization is the

positive and progressive attitude that seems to radiate and highlight it. Each member of the
team contributes their fair share of the workload and which they would fully understand
their responsibilities Apart from usual rewards members would be given special task to
complete to achieve higher rewards.
BitcoinX encourages teamwork understands the power of recognition and rewards to motivate
team who embrace the idea of working as a group to accomplish a common goal.

Higher productivity is one indication that BitcoinX organization encourages. When
individuals feel as if they play a key part in the success of an organization, they can approach
each task with a higher sense of accountability, and strive to present their best work. When
colleagues see people around them working together they would to want to indulge into new
cryptocurrency technology.

BitcoinX will heavily aim at campaigns, promotions through various websites to increase it
popularity Besides boosting profits, BitcoinX organizations often will choose one of the
special team member to maintain the campaigns.

BitcoinX is meant for everyone every member can contributes to the network which could be
almost anything and every contribution leads a good reward for the network members of
Bitcoinx. Members would have a communicating platform called DISCORD where each
member posts their views for the future of Bitcoinx and its considered by the group of Bitcoinx
members to implement it or not. Bitcoinx is solely dependent on the community to decide
whether they like the certain points or not. Rewards are based on how important the view point
of the certain member is and which also depends on the users marketing techniques every
member gets the chance to keep their points on the table. Members can in fact consider ideas
and implement it in their own way to make a milestone ahead. We don’t believe to form a
company but believe in making a team work possible to make a
task successful. Task are merely marketing or as simple as supporting the discord group
but this should not be mistaken with the MLM schemes this is just to get the
cryptocurrency to a level where it can see success. We dislike the formation of the
company and their techniques but believe in a friendly group of users where we can
discuss the outcome of BitcoinX future.

BitcoinX teamwork is a communication tool that reinforces and rewards the most important
outcomes that people create for the network. Incentives in form of POS mining can be
considered an investment rather than an expense, as companies typically see a huge growth in
productivity.
Apart from the proof of stake reward there would be special rewards for teamwork
which they can create the momentum for individuals to work together to find solutions the
rewards would be higher depending on how much effort they put for promotions. In many
cases, BitcoinX will utilize strengths among the group to implement strategies that will result
in better overall performance. We will sharing future plans to the team that can be helpful to
everyone.

Don’t wait for the establishment of a formal rewards program! Much can be done for almost
free the twitter and facebook campaign will also reward you. In near future we will introduce
various modes of reward system to make BitcoinX more exiting for everyone. If any members
feels rewards are less worth they can demand more as well which will also be decided by the
community if the member is more deserving.

Share experiences with your friends and colleagues send this white paper to them and you can
also get BitcoinX Coins as reward for advertising . Advertising on BitcoinX can be in various
forms. Nobody is rejected from rewards We welcome team members to come and enjoy the
future of digital money. When granting rewards for great teamwork, you are acknowledging
the team’s ability to perform as a group Because not every team
member contributes at the same level and if all that gets rewarded in “the team” then each

member’s performance slides towards the average. exceptional individual contribution is
recognized in front of the rest of the team, the team’s overall performance is pulled towards the
best.

Rewards and recognition will help the BitcoinX team which they will get from their work
which is a win-win situation . Gift yourselves BitcoinX. Become this year a proud member of
BitcoinX Team.
BitcoinX Recognizes everyone as a team member who is contributing little of their time to
promote Bitcoinx as simple as on facebook , Twitter Or any social media platform.

The team creates an environment in which people are comfortable taking reasonable risks in
communicating, advocating positions, and taking action. BitcoinX Team members trust must each

other. Team members are not denied for disagreeing; disagreement is expected and appreciated
BitcoinX is open to any frustration or doubts anyone has. Make sure you’re listening to fellow BitcoinX
team members and actually considering their thoughts before offering your own solutions and input.

BitcoinX Team are viewed as unique people with irreplaceable experiences, points of view,
knowledge, and opinions to contribute. After all, the purpose of forming a team is to take
advantage of the differences. Otherwise, why would any organization approach projects,

products, or goals with a team? In fact, the more
that a team can bring out divergent points of view, that are thoughtfully presented and supported with
facts as well as opinions, the better.

BitcoinX team signifies togetherness. As a unified unit, it should work on a common platform. It is
advisable for organizations to take initiatives and organize team building exercises, excursions and
talk on daily basis to strengthen team bonding which would be on bitcointalk.org . With time team
members would have a strong sense of belonging to the group when they experience deep

commitment to the group’s decisions and actions this sense of belonging will be enhanced and
reinforced when the team spends the time to develop team norms and relationship guidelines together.

BitcoinX team understands the goals and is committed to attaining them. This clear direction and
agreement on mission and purpose is essential for effective teamwork. Team members must
have an overall mission that is agreed upon and that provides the umbrella for all that the team tries to
do. This team clarity is reinforced when the organization has clear expectations for the team's work,
goals, accountability, and outcomes.

In BitcoinX Team Creativity, innovation, and different viewpoints are expected and encouraged.
Comments such as, "we already tried that and it didn't work" and "what a dumb idea" are not allowed or
supported. The team members recognize that the strength in having a team is that every member brings
diverseness to the effort to solve a problem, improve a process, reach a goal, or create something new
and exciting. It is mandatory to resolve conflicts within the team. Even critical issues, when dealt with
maturity, can be resolved easily without leaving a scar. Differences in opinion should not come in the
way of the team’s performance
Remember that there is no such thing as a stupid idea In BitcoinX.

Respect: To work in coordination, it is essential to understand and respect others in the team. Respect
for each other’s competencies, views and actions will minimize conflicts, ensure smooth functioning
and enhance productivity. These are often learning opportunities. Opposite opinions should be dealt
with respectfully and carefully to ensure everyone is happy and innovation is maximized.

Communication should be open, honest, and respectful. People can feel free to express their thoughts,
opinions, and potential solutions to problems on the network. Everyone is heard out and listened to by
team members who are attempting to understand. Team members can ask questions for clarity and
spend their thought time rather than forming rebuttals
Encourage information sharing, and huddles between BitcoinX team. Members shouldn’t have to wait
for a catch-up to say hello on bitcointalk.com to get together.

Members of the BitcoinX team would make high quality decisions together and have the support and
commitment of the group to carry out the decisions made. They would also gain the support and
commitment for the ideas they bring in order to accomplish and communicate the team's progress and
success of BitcoinX.

There is immense power when a group of people with similar interests gets together to work toward the
same goal. BitcoinX will aim for more productive and committed members who really care about the
success and the work of BitcoinX Community.

Avoiding negativity: Shun feelings of negativity, jealousy or ill-will. Do not participate in
unproductive or unhealthy discussions. Each team member, through his work, should set an example
for others to follow.

As Einstein famously said, ͞Nothing happens until something moves.͟

